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The exact density is given for the r-content of the simplicial convex hull of I + 1 
independent points in W’, each having a type II /3 distribution. The density is given 
in the form of an integral of Mellin-Barnes type, which even in the most general 
cases can be evaluated to give a series representation for the density. Some special 
cases are evaluated to observe the types of series that can arise. It is also shown that 
the r-content is asymptotically normal for large values of n, a result analogous to a 
result conjectured by R. E. Miles (1971, Adv. in Appl. Probab. 3 353-382). 0 1986 
Acadcmlc Press, Inc. 
1. INTBoDLJCT~~N 
Consider a set X,,, X ,,..., X, of r + 1 independent and identically dis- 
tributed random points in IV’, where 1 < r <n - 1. These points determine 
almost surely via their convex hull a unique r-simplex in UP, with r-content 
A. For the case in which the r + 1 points are distributed uniformly, of 
which p are in the interior and r + 1 -p are on the surface of the unit ball 
in R”, the exact density of A was obtained by Hammersley [l] if I = 1, 
p = 2; and by Miles [4] if r = 1, p = 1 or r = 1, p = 0. Miles [4 J further- 
more conjectured for this case that A is asymptotically normal for large n, a 
result proved correct by Ruben [6], and given an alternate proof by 
Mathai [3]. 
In this paper, we assume that each Xi is isotropic and that 
1 llxil12~8~~2v~ where lI*Il denotes the usual Euclidean norm in Iw” and P&,8 
denotes the type II beta distribution with parameters a, p > 0 (see [a], 
p. 134), defined by the density function 
g(x) = qt) r(p) x 
T(a+P) U-1(1 +x)-(b+8) 
, o<x< +aJ 
= 0, otherwise. 
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Miles ([4], Eq. (72)) showed that the kth moment of the r-content d of 
the simplicial convex hull of X0, X, ,..., X, is then given by 
E(Ak)=(r!i1”2)r 
k f((r+l)v-W/2)) ~{W$/W~+l 
f((r+ l)(V-(k/2))) 
-((n-r+ l)<k<2v. (1.1) 
It may be seen, though, from the derivation of (1.1) in Ruben and Miles 
[8] that (1.1) is valid for all complex values of k in the strip 
-(n-r+l)cRe(k)<2v. 
In Section 2, we use this fact to show that the exact density of A is 
available in the most general case, and in Section 3 the method is 
illustrated for some particular values of r and v. In Section 4, we show that 
the r-content A is for fixed r asymptotically normal as n, v -P +co, a result 
which is analogous to the result conjectured by Miles [4]. 
2. THE EXACT DENSITY IN THE GENERAL CASE 
In order to isolate the terms k/2 in (l.l), we apply the multiplication for- 
mula for y functions, namely, 
f(mz) = (271) (1-m)/2mmz- l/2 m= 1, 2, 3 ,... (2.1) 
to the terms I’((r + 1) v - rk/2) = I’(r([(r + 1)/r] v - k/2)) and 
T((r + 1 )(v - k/2)). We obtain, for s = k/2, 
E( V”) = CB(s), -(n-r+l)<Re(s)<v, 
2 
where 
(27c)‘/2(r/r + l)(r+ l)V- l/2 
c=(Qv))r+' II;=, f((n-r+i)/2)' 
(2.2) 
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and +=(l+l/r)v+(j-1)/r, bj=(n-r+j)/2, cj=v+j/(r+l) for 
j= 1, 2 ,..., r. 
Since (2.2) can be regarded as the Mellin transform of the density f(V) 
of V, and exists for all s in the strip -(n - I + 1)/2 < Re(s) < v, the density 
f(V) can be computed as the inverse Mellin transform. That is 
f(V)=$.I,E(“) v-s-1 ds=y& B(s) v-” ds. (2.3) 
L 
Here i = J- 1 and L is any path running from - ice to ice and lying com- 
pletely in the strip -(n-r + 1)/2 < Re(s) < v. Note that the poles of the 
integrand lie on either side of the strip. 
The integral in (2.3) is of the Mellin-Barnes type. We shall evaluate it 
using the residue theorem. We assume that no y factors in B(s) can be can- 
celled between numerator and denominator, or that all such cancellations 
have been made. 
The following lemma gives an estimate of B(s)V-“, and follows from the 
identity f(s) = rr/(T( 1 - s) sin ES) applied to the terms f(aj - s), T(v -s), 
and T(c,- s) in B(s), and the approximations T(z + a)/f(z + b) wzn-’ as 
z + 00 with (arg(z)l <rr - E, and [sin RSI ~enl*m(s)l/2 as IIm(s)l + +co. 
LEMMA 1. For IsI + +oo with larg(s)l < ‘IC - E (for some E > 0), we have 
IB(s)V-‘1%(2x)’ (sI’exp{ -ra IIm(s)l - Re(s) log V} (2.4) 
IB( -s)V”( -(2~)~ Isl”exp{ -rx IIm(s)l + Re(s) log V}, (2.5) 
where Ct=r(V-l)+zJ=l CZ,+bj-Cj. 
THEOREM 1. The integral in (2.3) converges for all V > 0. We have 
f ( V) = CV- ’ [sum of residues of B(s) V-” at the poles 
-m-bj,mBO, l<j<r], O<V<l (2.6a) 
= -CV-’ [sum of residues of B(s)V” at thepoles 
m+a,,m+v,m>O, l,<j<r], v> 1. (2.6b) 
Proof: From (2.4), we see that the integrand in (2.3) is of decreasing 
exponential order along L, and therefore the integral in (2.3) converges for 
all V> 0. Now let r,, n > 1 be an increasing sequence of positive numbers 
whose distance a=inf{Ir,-a,.-ml, Ir,,-v-ml: n>l, m>O, l<j<r} 
from the poles of B(s)V-” on the right hand real axis is strictly positive. 
Let C, be the semi-circle of radius r,, with diameter along the vertical axis, 
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and with centre at the origin. Then for s = r,, eie on the semi-circle C,, we 
have from (2.4), 
B(s)V-” = O[e- r.cosOlog Y- r*rn I sin61 1 
=0[,-2-‘~%“logv] if O< (8/67c/4 
=0[,-2-‘Gw~.] if n/4 d 181 6 7c/2. 
Hence if log V is positive, i.e., V > 1, B(s)V”tends to zero sufficiently 
rapidly (for all values of 8 under consideration) that SC” B(s) VP” ds + 0 as 
n + co. We may then conclude, by the residue theorem, that f(V) = 
-0-l [sum of residues of B(s)V-” at the poles n + ui, n + v, n 20, 
1 <j<r], V> 1. To calculate f(V) for Oc V< 1, we have from (2.3) that 
j-(?‘)=sf B(s) Wds=sj B(-s) W-“ds, 0-c V<l, 
L L 
where W= l/V> 1. From (2.5), we have IB( -s)W-‘l-(271)’ 1~1’ 
exp{ --rrz lIm(s)l - Re(s) log W] as IsI + a3 with larg(s)l < rc - E. As above, 
it follows that 
f( V) = -CV ’ [sum of residues of B( -s) v” at the poles 
n+bj,n>O, 1 <j<r], O<V<l 
= CV-’ [sum of residues of B(s)V” at the poles 
-n-bj,n>O, 1 <j<r], o< v< 1. 
3. THE EXACT DENSITY IN PARTICULAR CASES 
We now use (2.6) to compute the exact density f(V) for some particular 
values of r and v. 
Case 1: r = 1, v = $. In this case Eq. (2.2) reduces to 
Ef vs) = O/2 + 4 r(t - 4 
r(f) O/2) ’ 
y<Re(s)<i. (3.1) 
Rather than compute the density f(V) from (2.6), it is easier to recognize 
(3.1) as the sth moment of a type II B distribution with parameters a = n/2 
and fi = f. By the uniqueness property of Mellin transforms, we deduce that 
v- &2,1,2. 
Case 2: r = 1, 0 < v # 4, v not an integer. If r = 1, (2.2) reduces to 
E(P)= 
Cf(2v -s) f(v--s) T(n/2 +s) 
r(v+f-s) ’ 
7 c Re(s) < v, (3.2) 
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where C= (2n)1~2(~)2v-1/2/(T(v))2f(n/2). Since v # f, no cancellations can 
be made in (3.2), as was possible in Case 1. From (2.6), we have 
f(V)=CV-’ [ sum of residues at the poles -j - n/2, j > 01, O<V<l 
= -Cl’-‘[sumofresiduesatthepolesj+2v, j+v,jaO], v> 1. 
Using the fact that lim .--.(a+n)f(a)=(-l)“/n!, we find 




f(v)=cynJ2-l r(2v + n/2) r(v + n/2) 
T(v+$+n/2) 
x2F, ~v+;,v+;;v+$+~; O<V<l, 
where 2F1 is a hypergeometric series defined as 
OD pFq(ul,...,ap;bl,...,bq;~)= 1 (a* )k * . . b,>k Xk 
k=o (bl)k *. . (b,), k! 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
whenever the series is convergent. Here (a)k = a(a + 1). . . (a + k - 1). The 
series in (3.4) is convergent for all x if q > p and for 1x1 < 1 if p = q + 1. 
Next, since v is not an integer, the poles j + 2v, j + v, j > 0 of B(s) V-” are 
all simple. We have, as above, 
Residue at j + 2v = V-j- 2v 
Z(-j-v)T(n/2+j+2v)(-l)‘+’ 
r(i- j-v) j! 
Residue at j + v = I/-‘- ” 
T(v-j)T(n/2+j+v)(-l)‘+’ 
Ut-j) j! ’ 





T(v) T(n/2 + v) 
r(f) 
(3.5) 
where we used T(c~+j)=(a)~T(a), T(a-j)=r(a)/(-l)j(l -a),. 
Case 3: r = 2. Equation (2.2) reduces to 
E(V”)=C 
r($v -s) r(fv + 4- SW(v - s)J2 (n- 1) 
f(v+&s)r(v+f-s) ’ 
- 2 < Re(s) .K v, (3.6) 
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where c= ((27r)“*(j)3’P”*)/((zyv))3r(n- 1)/2) T(42)). The term 
(T(v -s))* cannot be cancelled and so gives rise to poles of order two. If 
v = f, 3, or $, it is possible to cancel some terms in (3.6). For example, let us 
take v = f. Then (3.6) becomes 
E(?q=C 
r(~-s)(T(~-s))~f(n/2+s)z(n/2-~+s) 
r<g - s) 
From (2.6), we have 
f(V)=CV-’ [ sum of residues of B(s) V-” at poles 
-n/2-j, -n/2+$-j, j>O], O<V<l 
= -0-t [sum of residues of B(s)V-” at poles 
++j,f+j, j>Ol, v> 1. 
We find 
Residue at - 5 - j 
=r(t+n/2+i)(r()+n/2+j))2r 
( ) 
-j-1 C-1)’ (3.7) 
r($ - n/2 -j) 2 j! 
I/nl*+.i 
Residueat -i+i-j 
T(n/2+j)(f(n/2-d+j))* r (3.8) = 
T(n/2 + d + j) 
Residue at f + j 
=-r i+j 
( ) 
CrC-i-j))’ r ?+A+ j (F1)‘vpI/*-j (3’g) 
( ) r(&-j) 2 2 j! ’ 
The pole at $+ j is of order two. Letting I/I(Z) = --y + (z- 1) 
~;C&UJ(n ,+,,‘Nz + 4) ( w  ere h y is Euler’s constant) denote the rc/ 
the identities f’(s) = f(s)(d/ds) log f(s) and 
lim c(+ -:(d/da) logy”,‘“,“,) I’(a) = +(n + l), we obtain 
Residue at i + j = - 
r(b-j)T(n/2+f+j)T(n/2-++j) V--(“3)--i 
r(i-3 j! j! 
x[2$(j+ 1)+11/ (i-j)-, (;+i+j) 
-$(i-i+j)+logV--*(t--j)]. (3.10) 
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The density f( V) can now be computed from (3.7~(3.10). Some sim- 
plifications in the final expression for f(V) can be made using known 
properties of the $ function. 
When the poles of E(s)V+ are of higher order, one can write the density 
in terms of higher derivatives of log y functions or generalized 5 functions. 
Since these expressions become very complicated, further discussion of par- 
ticular cases is omitted. 
4. APPROXIMATIONS AND ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY 
We begin by obtaining an approximation for E(Ak) which will lead to 
asymptotic normality for A as n, v + +co. 
First, we simplify the y ratios appearing in (1.1). Using the multiplication 
formula (2.1), we have 
T((r+ l)v-A/2)) 
f((r+ l)(v-@)) 
and so (1.1) becomes 
Next, we apply to the y ratios on the rhs the approximation 
T(z + a) co 
T(z + b) 
~Za-b,(a-b)(a+b~l)/2za,z, 9 larg(z)l G7c-c 
which follows from a special case of the standard asymptotic expansion for 
log T(z + a) (see [9], p. 276). We obtain 
(4.1) 
But if Y is a positive random variable, E( Yk) = E(c?“~ ‘) and so E( Yk) with 
k replaced by it is the characteristic function of log Y. From (4.1), it follows 
that for large v and n, log(r!/(r + 1)‘/2)(2vL/n)‘12A is approximately normal 
with mean p=(-1/4v)[l/(r+l)+(r+l)(l+r/2)] and variance rr2 = 
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(r(2 + 1))/(4v(r + 1)). Hence fi log(r!/(r + 1 )1’2)(2vA/n)“2A is approxi- 
mately normal with mean $11 and variance (r(2r + 1))/(4(r + 1)). Since 
J V/A + 0 as v -+ +a~, it follows that 
2 v(r+ 1) 
( ) 
‘I2 r! 2vA 
r(2r + 1) log (r + l)l’* YF ( 1 
r’2 d 
is for large n and v approximately normal with mean 0 and variance 1. By 
using the result in Rao ([5], pp. 385-386), we have 
inlawasn,v-+ +co. 
This result is analogous to the asymptotic normality, conjectured by 
Miles [4] and proved by Ruben [6] of the r-content of the r-simplex 
whose r + 1 vertices are independently uniformly distributed random points 
of which p are in the interior and r + 1 - p are on the surface of the unit 
ball in W. 
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